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(57) ABSTRACT 

Avideocassette has a display portion for displaying recorded 
contents. The display portion is formed With a display 
device. The display device has a conductive layer, a PDLC 
(polymer-dispersed liquid crystal) ?lm, and a protective 
layer. The display device can repeatedly record and erase 
visible information. 
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APPARATUS HAVING A REWRITABLE DISPLAY 
PORTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to an apparatus hav 
ing a display portion that allows What is displayed thereon 
to be reWritten easily. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Prior Art 

[0004] As is Well knoWn, a recording medium such as a 
?oppy disk and a videocassette has a display portion for 
displaying recorded contents, and such a display portion is 
usually realiZed as an adhesive label stuck on the outer 
casing of the recording medium. 

[0005] With a conventional recording medium as men 
tioned above, reWriting of the recorded contents requires 
replacement of the label, and is thus considerably time 
consuming. For this reason, the user often leaves the label 
blank When using a medium Whose contents are frequently 
reWritten, and eventually forgets What are contained in the 
medium. 

[0006] Moreover, in handling a medium Whose contents 
are continually updated as it is used, it is not practical to 
replace the label every time When the recorded contents are 
updated. Accordingly, the user usually notes doWn on the 
label only an outline of the recorded contents, and thus there 
is no Way of knoWing precisely What are contained in the 
medium at a particular time point. 

[0007] Moreover, since the display portion (label) is usu 
ally ?lled in With text indicating the recorded contents, it 
becomes more and more difficult to recall the recorded 
contents from the text as time passes and the impression of 
the recorded contents becomes fainter. This is inconvenient 
especially in handling a large number of recording media. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] An object of the present invention is to make easier 
the reWriting of What is displayed on the display portion. 

[0009] To achieve the above object, according to the 
present invention, in an apparatus having a display portion 
for displaying recorded contents, said display portion is 
formed With a display device to and from Which visible 
information can be Written and erased repeatedly. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] This and other objects and features of this inven 
tion Will become clear from the folloWing description, taken 
in conjunction With the preferred embodiments With refer 
ence to the accompanied draWings in Which: 

[0011] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a videocassette 
embodying the present invention; 

[0012] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional vieW of the reversible 
display device, shoWing an example of its construction, 
taken along line A-A‘ of FIG. 1; 

[0013] FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional vieW of the reversible 
display device, shoWing another example of its construction, 
taken along line A-A‘ of FIG. 1; 
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[0014] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of the indexing 
apparatus; 

[0015] FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional vieW of the indexing 
apparatus, taken along line B-B‘ of FIG. 4; 

[0016] FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW of the Write/erase 
mechanism of the indexing apparatus; 

[0017] FIG. 7 is a perspective vieW of the erase head as 
seen from beloW; 

[0018] FIG. 8 is a block diagram shoWing the construction 
of the image processing circuit of the indexing apparatus; 

[0019] FIG. 9 is a diagram shoWing the construction of a 
system for Writing an image recorded on the videocassette to 
the display portion; 

[0020] FIG. 10 is a diagram shoWing a modi?ed embodi 
ment in Which the display portion is divided into a plurality 
of areas so that different images can be displayed on separate 

areas; 

[0021] FIG. 11 is a diagram shoWing another embodiment 
of the present invention; 

[0022] FIG. 12 is a perspective vieW of a videocassette 
case embodying the present invention; 

[0023] FIGS. 13A and 13B are diagrams schematically 
shoWing the mechanically scrollable display embodying the 
present invention, FIG. 13A illustrating the display When it 
is closed (rolled up), and FIG. 13B illustrating the display 
When it is open (unrolled); 

[0024] FIGS. 14A to 14C are diagrams, partly in cross 
section, shoWing various states of the mechanically scrol 
lable display in use, FIG. 14A illustrating the state before 
information is recorded on the display medium, FIG. 14B 
illustrating the state after information has been recorded on 
the entire display medium, and FIG. 14C illustrating the 
state after the display medium has been reWound completely 
after the vieWing of the information displayed on the display 
medium; 
[0025] FIG. 15 is a diagram schematically shoWing the 
construction of the mechanically scrollable display; and 

[0026] FIG. 16 is a diagram shoWing the outline of the 
construction of the Write and erase units for use With a 
display medium formed With a polymer-dispersed liquid 
crystal ?lm. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0027] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention 
Will be described With reference to the draWings. 

[0028] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a videocassette 
embodying the present invention. FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional 
vieW taken along line A-A‘ of FIG. 1. 

[0029] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the videocassette (recording 
medium) 1 has an outer casing 2 made of synthetic resin and 
formed approximately in the shape of a rectangular paral 
lelepiped, and a magnetic tape (not shoWn) contained in this 
outer casing 2. At the center of the top surface of the outer 
casing 2 is formed a rectangular recess 2a, in Which a display 
portion 3 having a reversible display device is placed. 
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[0030] The reversible display device constituting the dis 
play portion 3 has a polymer-dispersed liquid crystal ?lm 
(hereinafter referred to as the PDLC ?lm) that is obtained by 
dispersing liquid crystal molecules in a high-polymer mate 
rial, and a means for applying to the PDLC ?lm an electric 
?eld in a direction perpendicular thereto. This means is 
realiZed as electrodes that support the PDLC ?lm from its 
both sides; alternatively, it is also possible to provide the 
PDLC ?lm only With a back-side electrode and use an 
externally provided electrode as a front-side electrode. The 
latter method is preferable because it alloWs an electric ?eld 
to be applied only to selected portions of the PDLC ?lm. In 
short, the reversible display device has at least an electrode 
(conductive layer) and a PDLC ?lm, and additionally, Where 
necessary, a protective layer for protecting the PDLC ?lm. 
If the surface of the recording medium on Which the revers 
ible display device is placed is made of a conducting 
material, the conductive layer may be omitted. 

[0031] With the reversible display device having a PDLC 
?lm, Writing and erasing of visible information is performed 
in the folloWing Way. Application of heat or an electric ?eld 
(utiliZation of a heat/electric-?eld mode) to the PDLC ?lm 
changes hoW orderly its liquid crystal molecules are oriented 
(betWeen a state called homeotropic or homogeneous ori 
entation and a state of random orientation). This causes the 
PDLC ?lm to change its state betWeen a state in Which it 
scatters light and a state in Which it transmits light (or, in the 
case Where tWo-color pigment is mixed to achieve the 
guest-host effect, betWeen tWo states of the pigment With 
different degrees of light absorption). Thus, the opaque state 
(in Which light is scattered) and the transparent state (in 
Which light is transmitted) of the PDLC ?lm can be used, for 
example, as the recorded state and the erased state, respec 
tively. In this case, recording is achieved by using a heating 
means capable of spot-heating, such as a thermal head or 
laser head, Whereas erasing is achieved by applying to the 
PDLC ?lm an electric ?eld that is strong enough to cause 
re-orientation of the liquid crystal molecules. 

[0032] Compared With various types of conventional 
reversible display devices that utiliZe a heat/heat mode, the 
PDLC ?lm is far more suitable for use With recording media 
because of the folloWing advantages it offers. The PDLC 
?lm requires only several microseconds to re-orient its 
molecules in response to application of an electric ?eld, and 
thus alloWs very quick reWriting; it also alloWs reWriting to 
be repeated a suf?cient number of times. Moreover, the 
PDLC ?lm offers excellent visibility, especially When tWo 
color pigment is mixed. Furthermore, since the PDLC ?lm 
requires tWo types of energy from outside to achieve reWrit 
ing, What is displayed thereon is dif?cult to falsify and 
resistant to normal ambient conditions, and thus the PDLC 
?lm offers high reliability of display. 

[0033] As the PDLC ?lm, it is possible to employ, for 
example, one of those proposed in Japanese Laid-open 
Patent Application No. H4-71899. In particular, a PDLC 
?lm that is produced by the microcapsule method is espe 
cially suitable for the present purpose because of many 
advantages it offers; for example, in a PDLC ?lm of this 
type, the liquid crystal is completely contained in microcap 
sules so as not to ooZe out. Alternatively, it is also possible 
to employ one of the PDLC ?lms proposed in Japanese 
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Laid-open Patent Application No. H5-301489, and Japanese 
Patent Applications Nos. H6-33283, H6-44735, and 
H6-119702. 

[0034] FIG. 2 shoWs the construction of the layers con 
stituting the reversible display device 4 employed in the 
embodiment under discussion. As shoWn in FIG. 2, on the 
recess 2a formed on the outer casing 2, a conductive layer 
5, a PDLC ?lm 6, and a protective layer 7 are laid in this 
order. The reversible display device 4 is formed on the recess 
2a through a Well-knoWn process such as painting, printing, 
transferring, or laminating. 

[0035] As the high-polymer matrix for holding the liquid 
crystal dispersed in the PDLC ?lm 6, it is possible to use, for 
example, vinyl chloride resin; vinyl chloride based resin 
such as copolymer of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate; 
vinylidene chloride based resin; acrylic resin such as poly 
acrylate, polymetacrylate, or copolymer of acrylate and 
metacrylate; polyvinyl alcohol based resin; polycarbonate 
resin; polyester based resin; epoxy based resin; polyamide 
based resin; polyurethane based resin; polythiol based resin; 
or resin that sets When irradiated With an ioniZing radiation 
such as an ultraviolet radiation or electron beam. 

[0036] As the liquid crystal, it is possible to use, for 
example, smectic liquid crystal, nematic liquid crystal, cho 
lesteric liquid crystal, dichcholesteric liquid crystal, high 
polymer liquid crystal, or a combination of some of these 
types of liquid crystal. Moreover, by mixing an adequate 
amount of tWo-color pigment to the liquid crystal, it is 
possible to enhance contrast and visibility as a result of the 
guest-host effect. 

[0037] As the method for dispersing the liquid crystal in 
the high-polymer matrix, it is possible to use, for example, 
the phase separation method, emulsion method, microcap 
sule method, solvent evaporation method, or suspension 
polymeriZation method. Among these methods, the emul 
sion method and microcapsule method are suitable for the 
present purpose, since they have the advantage of preventing 
the liquid crystal from ooZing out. The microcapsule method 
has an additional advantage of enhancing durability of the 
dispersed liquid crystal particles, and in particular the micro 
capsule method based on in-situ polymeriZation is excellent 
in that it offers particle diameters smaller than 10 pm that are 
most suitable to obtain practical ?lm thicknesses as Well as 
satisfactory display quality. 

[0038] Normally, the thickness of the PDLC ?lm 6 is 
roughly three to tWenty-three pm; the loWer limit of the 
thickness is determined in consideration of the degree of 
contrast desired in the display, and the upper limit is 
determined in consideration of the practical voltage to be 
applied to achieve re-orientation of the liquid crystal mol 
ecules. 

[0039] As the conductive layer 5, it is possible to use a 
semiconductor material having a conductivity high enough 
(e.g. having an area resistance of 1012Q/sq or less) to alloW 
the conductive layer 5 to serve as a horiZontal electric path 
across the PDLC ?lm 6 and thus to alloW a vertical electric 
?eld to be applied to the PDLC ?lm 6. HoWever, considering 
that part of the applied voltage is inevitably lost for some 
reason or other, it is preferable to use a conducting material. 
For example, the conductive layer 5 is formed from foil or 
an evaporation-deposited ?lm of metal such as aluminum, or 
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a transparent ?lm of a conducting material such as ITO 
(indium tin oxide), or a painted ?lm of a conducting material 
such as carbon black. 

[0040] In this embodiment, as shoWn in FIG. 1, at the rear 
edge of the conductive layer 5 is formed a terminal 5a that 
extends backward beyond the edge of the recess 2a. When 
the videocassette 1 is loaded into an indexing apparatus 10, 
Which Will be described later, this terminal 5a makes contact 
With a grounded terminal provided inside the indexing 
apparatus 10. The conductive layer 5 is formed from a 
transparent material. Accordingly, the terminal 5a Which is 
a part of the conductive layer 5 is not conspicuous. The 
terminal 5a may be extended further to reach the back 
surface of the outer casing 2; in this case, the terminal 5a 
makes contact With the chassis of the indexing apparatus 10 
to achieve grounding. Moreover, even if the terminal 5a is 
not provided, re-orientation of the liquid crystal molecules 
can be achieved by arranging a charger close to but not in 
contact With a side surface of the PDLC 6, or by bringing an 
electrode into contact With the PDLC ?lm 6. 

[0041] The protective layer 7 is provided, Where neces 
sary, to protect the PDLC ?lm 6 against pressure and other 
forces that may be applied from outside and against the 
ambient conditions, and further to make the PDLC ?lm 6 
heat-resistant, Wear-resistant, and mar-resistant against the 
print head 18, Which Will be described later, of the index 
device 10. As the protective layer 7, it is preferable to use 
setting resin such as thermosetting resin or resin that sets 
When irradiated With an ioniZing radiation such as an ultra 
violet radiation or electron beam, because such resin has 
properties suitable for the present purpose. Paint or ink made 
from such resin is mixed With adequate amounts of various 
additives including a lubricant such as Wax, and is then 
applied over the entire surface or on limited portions of the 
PDLC ?lm 6. The thickness of the protective layer 7 is 
roughly 0.5 to 10 pm. 

[0042] The protective layer 7 is formed Where the PDLC 
?lm 6, including all of its top and side surfaces, is not 
formed, that is, on the portion excluding the display portion 
3. Speci?cally, the protective layer 7 is formed, for example, 
on the conductive layer 5, on the portion Where permanently 
?xed information is Written, or over the entire surface of a 
base sheet, Which Will described later. When the protective 
layer 7 is formed over the entire surface of the base sheet, 
the protective layer 7 is formed as a resin ?lm made of 
polyethylene terephthalate or the like. 

[0043] As shoWn in FIG. 3, it is also possible to place an 
intermediate layer 8 betWeen the PDLC ?lm 6 and the 
protective layer 7, and an adhesive layer 9 betWeen the 
PDLC ?lm 6 and the conductive layer 5. The intermediate 
layer 8 serves to protect the PDLC ?lm 6 from damage that 
may be caused When the protective layer is formed by 
painting or in some other Way. The adhesive layer 9 serves 
to improve the adhesion betWeen the conductive layer 5 and 
the PDLC ?lm 6. 

[0044] When the protective layer 7 is formed by painting, 
the solvent contained in the paint may seep into the PDLC 
?lm 6, thereby degrading its liquid crystal orientation char 
acteristics. This can be prevented by ?rst forming the 
intermediate layer 8, as a barrier layer, from paint that does 
not affect the liquid crystal, and then forming the protective 
layer 7. In this case, the intermediate layer 8 is formed from 
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Water-soluble paint containing Water-soluble resin such as 
polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, carboxymethyl 
cellulose, or starch. The thickness of the intermediate layer 
8 is roughly 0.5 to 10 pm. The protective layer 7 and the 
intermediate layer 8 need to be thin enough to ensure that a 
desired electric ?eld is obtained Without application of an 
unduly high voltage. 

[0045] The provision of the intermediate layer 8 alloWs a 
Wider choice of resin for the protective layer 7. For example, 
by forming the protective layer 7 from soft urethane acrylate 
or similar resin that sets When irradiated With an ioniZing 
radiation such as an ultraviolet radiation or electron beam, it 
is possible to obtain excellent heat-resistance, Wear-resis 
tance, mar-resistance, as Well as appropriate touch and shock 
absorption against the print head. 

[0046] Moreover, it is also possible to place the reversible 
display device 4 on a base sheet having on its back side an 
adhesive layer so that the base sheet can be stuck onto the 
recording medium. 

[0047] As the base sheet, it is possible to use, for example, 
a sheet or board of polyester based resin such as polyeth 
ylene terephthalate, vinyl chloride based resin such as poly 
vinyl chloride, ole?n based resin such as polypropylene, 
acrylic resin such as polymethyl methacrylate, styrene based 
resin such as polystyrene, or cellulose based resin such as 
cellulose triacetate, or alternatively a sheet of paper such as 
coating paper, synthetic paper, metal foil, a ceramic sheet, or 
a composite sheet produced by combining some of these 
materials. The thickness of the base sheet, though it should 
be determined in accordance With uses, is roughly 50 to 
1,000 pm. The base sheet is normally formed as a non 
conductive layer. HoWever, if the base sheet is formed as a 
layer having a moderate conductivity (i.e. having a volume 
resistance of roughly 1089 or less, With the actual thick 
ness), it is possible to use the base sheet also as the 
conductive layer 5, and thus to omit the conductive layer 5. 

[0048] The surface of the recording medium and that of 
the base sheet may be treated by any of the Well-knoWn 
adhesion-easing methods, such as the corona treatment, or 
the primer treatment using a silane coupling agent or ure 
thane resin, in order to improve adhesion betWeen those 
surfaces and the conductive layer 5. 

[0049] In a case Where the conductive layer 5 is formed as 
a transparent layer, the color beloW, that is, the color of the 
surface of the recording medium 1 such as a videocassette or 
the color of the base sheet is seen through the conductive 
layer 5. To avoid this, and thereby to improve the visibility 
of the image displayed on the surface of the reversible 
display device 4, the conductive layer 5 is formed from that 
material With Which the outer casing of the recording 
medium 1 is colored, or the base sheet is formed as a sheet 
of paper or resin having White or other color, or a concealing 
layer (not shoWn) having White or other color is additionally 
formed under the conductive layer 5 by painting or coating. 
In particular, by using tWo-color pigment of the type that 
produces black color, it is possible to display characters in 
black against a White background, and thus to obtain excel 
lent visibility. 

[0050] Next, a description Will be given as to the indexing 
apparatus for Writing and erasing information to and from 
the display portion 3 of the videocassette 1. 
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[0051] As shown in FIG. 4, the indexing apparatus 10 has 
the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped, and is provided 
With a cassette inserting slot 11 extending from the front side 
to the rear side of the indexing apparatus 10 and having a 
rectangular cross section. The videocassette 1 is inserted, 
With its recess 2a facing upWard, into the cassette inserting 
slot 11 from the front side of the indexing apparatus 10, and 
is pushed until its forWard end strikes the innermost end of 
the cassette inserting slot 11 and thus the videocassette 1 is 
secured in position. On the front surface of the indexing 
apparatus 10 are arranged a set of operation knobs 12, a 
display 13 having a liquid crystal display device or the like, 
and a poWer sWitch 14. On the bottom surface of the 
indexing apparatus 10, feet 15 are provided in the four 
corners. 

[0052] As shoWn in FIG. 5, above the cassette inserting 
slot 11 inside the indexing apparatus 10 is provided a 
Write/erase mechanism 16. The Write/erase mechanism 16 
Writes and erases information concerning recorded contents 
to and from the display portion 3 While it runs, on a plane 
parallel to the top surface of the videocassette 1, in a 
scanning direction (from the right-hand side to the left-hand 
side of the indexing apparatus 10 and vice versa) and in a 
traversing direction (from the front side to the rear side of 
the indexing apparatus 10 and vice versa). 

[0053] The Write/erase head 16 is provided With a movable 
member 17 having the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped 
extending from the left-hand side to the right-hand side of 
the indexing apparatus 10 and made of synthetic resin or the 
like. On the bottom surface of the movable member 17 are 
provided a print head 18 and an erase head 19. 

[0054] As shoWn in FIG. 6, at one end of the movable 
member 17 is formed a through hole 20, through Which a 
support shaft 21 extending from the front side to the rear side 
of the indexing apparatus 10 is slidably disposed. The 
support shaft 21 is supported at its both ends by brackets 
provided on the chassis (not shoWn) of the indexing appa 
ratus 10. At the other end of the movable member 17 is 
formed a threaded hole 22, through Which a rotary shaft 23 
extending from the front side to the rear side of the indexing 
apparatus 10 and having threads formed on its outer surface 
is disposed so as to be thread-engaged With the threaded hole 
22. The rotary shaft 23 is rotatably supported at its both ends 
by brackets provided on the chassis of the indexing appa 
ratus 10. Moreover, one end of the rotary shaft 23 is coupled 
to a motor (not shoWn) mounted on the above-mentioned 
chassis. When the motor is driven, the movable member 17, 
guided by the support shaft 21, moves forWard or backWard 
inside the indexing apparatus. 

[0055] On the bottom surface of the movable member 17 
is formed a guide groove 17a extending in the direction of 
the length of the movable member 17 and having a rectan 
gular cross section (see also FIG. 5). With this guide groove 
17a, the print head 18 is slidably engaged. The print head 18 
Writes information to the display portion 3 by applying heat 
thereto, and, to achieve this, it is provided With a laser beam 
head or thermal head. The print head 18 has a threaded hole 
18a, through Which a rotary shaft 24 extending in the 
direction of the length of the movable member 17 and 
having threads formed on its surface is disposed so as to be 
thread-engaged With the threaded hole 18a. The rotary shaft 
24 is rotatably supported at its both ends by brackets (not 
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shoWn) provided on the movable member 17. Moreover, one 
end of the rotary shaft 24 is coupled to a motor (not shoWn) 
mounted on the movable member 17. When the motor is 
driven, the print head 18, guided by the guide groove 17a, 
moves in the direction of the length of the movable member 
17 . 

[0056] The erase head 19 erases information from the 
display portion 3 by applying an electric ?eld thereto. FIG. 
7 is a perspective vieW of the erase head 19 as seen from 
beloW. As shoWn in FIG. 7, the erase head 19 is provided 
With a rectangular circuit board 25 extending in the direction 
of the length of the movable member 17, a voltage supplier 
26 disposed on the circuit board 25 to extend in the direction 
of the length thereof, and a number of electrodes 27 arranged 
on the circuit board 25 to form an array in the direction of 
the length thereof and connected to the voltage supplier 26 
via a conductive pattern 25a formed on the circuit board 25. 

[0057] In a position above the cassette inserting slot 11, 
close to the front surface of the indexing apparatus 10, a 
grounded terminal (not shoWn) is provided that makes 
contact With the terminal 5a provided on the top surface of 
the outer casing 2 of the videocassette 1. 

[0058] FIG. 8 is a block diagram shoWing the construction 
of the image processing circuit provided in the indexing 
apparatus 10. FIG. 9 is a diagram shoWing the construction 
of the system for Writing a portion of a video recorded on the 
videocassette 1 to the display portion 3 of the videocassette 
1. 

[0059] Next, a description Will be given as to the method 
of Writing part of the video recorded on the videocassette 1 
to the display portion 3, With reference to FIGS. 8 and 9. 
First, as shoWn in FIG. 9, a videocassette 1 is loaded into a 
videocassette recorder 201 for reproduction.. The repro 
duced images are displayed on a television monitor 202. 
During reproduction, the television monitor 202 feeds the 
indexing apparatus 10 With a video signal. As shoWn in FIG. 
8, the indexing apparatus 10 is provided With an image 
memory 101 having a capacity to store one frame (tWo 
?elds) of image data, so that, during reproduction, image 
data is continuously Written to the image memory 101 one 
frame after another in order to keep the latest frame in the 
image memory 101. 

[0060] When a predetermined knob among the set of 
operation knobs 12 is operated to bring the indexing appa 
ratus 10 into the Write mode, updating of the image memory 
101 is halted. Then, the reproduction operation of the 
videocassette recorder 201 is stopped, and the videocassette 
1 is taken out of the videocassette recorder 201 and is loaded 
into the indexing apparatus 10. In this state, When another 
knob among the set of operation knobs 12 is operated to start 
the Write operation, the image data of one frame stored in the 
image memory 101 is read out, processed by an image signal 
processing circuit 102, and fed to a drive circuit 103. 

[0061] The drive circuit 103 produces, for individual 
picture elements, pulses having pulse Widths varying With 
the level of the image signal, and, using the thus produced 
pulses, it drives the print head 18. If the print head 18 is 
formed With a laser-head, a laser beam is emitted during the 
time periods corresponding to the pulse Widths of those 
pulses. The print head 18 is driven by the above described 
driving mechanism to scan the display portion 3 in the 
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direction from the left-hand side to the right-hand side; of 
the indexing apparatus 10 and vice versa. (i.e. in the scan 
ning or horizontal direction) and also in the direction from 
the front side to the rear side of the indexing apparatus 10 
and vice versa (i.e. in the traversing or horizontal direction), 
and meanWhile the print head 18 forms an image of the 
above-mentioned one frame by applying heat produced by a 
thermal head or laser beam to the display portion 3. Note that 
signals required to perform scanning are produced Within the 
indexing apparatus 10 in the same manner as in printers and 
the like. 

[0062] Moreover, in cases Where a thermal head is used to 
form images, not-only a thermal head of the type as 
described above, generally called a serial head, Which Writes 
information as it moves from left to right as Well as back and 
forth, but also a thermal head of the type called a line head, 
Which has a plurality of thermal heads arranged in an array 
from left to right, can be used. A thermal head of the 
line-head type needs to be moved only back and forth to 
perform scanning, and accordingly it can form images faster 
than a thermal head of the serial-head type. 

[0063] Next, a description Will be given as to the method 
of erasing an image displayed on the display portion 3. 
When a predetermined knob among the set of operation 
knobs 12 is operated, the voltage supplier 26 applies a 
voltage to those electrodes 27 Which are located in an area 
speci?ed through operation of the knob. On the other hand, 
a ground voltage is applied through the terminal 5a to the 
conductive layer 5 of the display portion. 3. As a result, an 
electric ?eld is produced betWeen the electrodes 27 to Which 
the voltage is applied and the conductive layer 5, and thus 
the information (an image) Written in that area of the PDLC 
?lm Where the electric ?eld is produced is erased. 

[0064] As shoWn in FIG. 10, it is also possible to divide 
the display portion 3 into four areas E1 to E4 so that an 
image can be Written to and displayed in each area indi 
vidually. This permits more than one scene to be displayed 
simultaneously on the display portion 3. In this case, Writing 
of an image to a speci?c area can be achieved by restricting 
the scanning range of the print head 18; erasing of an image 
in a speci?c area can be achieved by restricting the move 
ment range of the erase head 19 and selecting a limited 
number of electrodes 27 to apply the voltage. Note that the 
display portion 3 does not necessarily have to be divided into 
four areas, but can be divided into any number of areas. 

[0065] Although, in the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 9, 
Writing and erasing of images to and from the display 
portion 3 is performed on the indexing apparatus 10 that is 
provided as a separate unit from the videocassette recorder 
201, it is also possible to incorporate the functions and 
construction of the indexing apparatus 10 into the videocas 
sette recorder 201 so that Writing and erasing of images to 
and from the display portion 3 can be performed With the 
videocassette 1 loaded in the videocassette recorder 201. 

[0066] FIG. 11 shoWs another embodiment in Which a 
?oppy disk 301 has a display portion 302 formed With the 
same reversible display device 4 as described above, and a 
personal computer 303 is con?gured to have the same 
functions as the indexing apparatus 10 described above. 

[0067] In this embodiment, a Write/erase mechanism 16, 
Which is constructed as shoWn in FIG. 6, for example, is 
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provided inside a ?oppy-disk inserting slot 304. When a 
?oppy disk 301 is inserted in the ?oppy-disk inserting slot 
304 and the personal computer 303 is operated through a 
keyboard 306 in a predetermined Way, What is displayed on 
the screen of a monitor 305 is Written to the display portion 
302 of the ?oppy disk 301. For example, it is possible to 
Write thereto ?le names, an index of recorded contents, 
images, or other. Erasing of information can also be per 
formed by operating the personal computer 303 through the 
keyboard 306, With the ?oppy disk 301 inserted in the 
?oppy-disk inserting slot 304. 

[0068] In cases Where, as opposed to the embodiment 
shoWn in FIG. 11, the personal computer 301 does not have 
Write/erase functions, Writing and erasing of information to 
and from the display portion 302 of the ?oppy disk 301 can 
be performed by using a separately provided indexing 
apparatus 10 as shoWn in FIG. 4. In this case, the indexing 
apparatus 10 receives ?le names, image data, or other from 
the personal computer 303 via a cable. Moreover, in this 
case, it is possible to omit the image memory 101 of the 
indexing apparatus 10 and use instead a memory provided in 
the personal computer 303. 

[0069] Furthermore, it is also possible to design the index 
ing apparatus 10 to serve as a ?oppy disk drive that can be 
connected to the personal computer so that the indexing 
apparatus 10 can be used also as an external storage device 
for the personal computer. In this case, too, images are 
stored either in the memory provided in the indexing appa 
ratus 10 or in the memory provided in the personal com 
puter. 

[0070] Note that, although a ?oppy disk and a videocas 
sette are taken as examples of recording media in the above 
described embodiments, the present invention can be 
applied to any recording medium, such as a magneto-optical 
disk, optical disk, IC memory card, or audio cassette. 

[0071] Moreover, although images are Written to the dis 
play portion of a recording medium in the above embodi 
ments, it is also possible to Write thereto information other 
than images. For example, for audio cassettes, on Which no 
video signals can be recorded, it is possible to Write text, 
symbols, numbers, and others, provided that a dedicated 
indexing apparatus for Writing such information is prepared. 

[0072] Furthermore, in the above embodiments, it is also 
possible to employ, though With slightly loWer display 
resolution, a reversible heat-sensitive recording layer, Which 
is a material that can produce visible changes in its state in 
a reversible manner in response to temperature variations. In 
a reversible heat-sensitive recording layer, changes in the 
state are recogniZable as changes in color and/or shape. For 
the present purpose, a reversible heat-sensitive recording 
layer of the type that mainly produces changes in color is 
suitable. In such a reversible heat-sensitive recording layer, 
changes in color result from changes in such properties as 
transmissivity, re?ectivity, absorption spectrum, or degree of 
scattering. In practice, a reversible heat-sensitive recording 
layer usually achieves changes in color by combined 
changes in those properties. Speci?cally, for the present 
purpose, any reversible heat-sensitive recording layer can be 
used that changes its transparency or hue in a reversible 
manner in accordance With the heat applied. For example, it 
is possible to use a reversible heat-sensitive recording layer 
that changes its color to a ?rst color When heated to a ?rst 
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particular temperature above normal temperature, and 
changes its color to a second color When ?rst heated to a 
second particular temperature above the ?rst particular tem 
perature and then cooled doWn; in particular, one that shoWs 
different colors at the ?rst and second particular tempera 
tures is especially suitable for the present purpose. As such 
reversible heat-sensitive recording layers, to name a feW, 
Japanese Laid-open Patent Application No. 55-154198 pro 
poses one that becomes transparent at the ?rst particular 
temperature and becomes opaque at the second particular 
temperature; Japanese Laid-open Patent Applications Nos. 
H4-224996, H4-247985, and H4-267190 propose ones that 
take on color at the second particular temperature and lose 
it at the ?rst particular temperature; Japanese Laid-open 
Patent Application No. H3-169590 proposes one that 
becomes opaque at the ?rst particular temperature and 
becomes transparent at the second particular temperature; 
and Japanese Laid-open Patent Applications Nos. 
H2-188293 and H2-188294 propose ones that take on color, 
such as black, red, or blue, at the ?rst particular temperature 
and lose it at the second particular temperature. Among 
these, the folloWing tWo types of materials are especially 
suitable for the present purpose: 

[0073] (1) a material that can change its state betWeen a 
transparent state and an opaque state in a reversible manner; 

[0074] (2) a material that can chemically change the color 
of its pigment or the like. 

[0075] The material noted at (1) above typically includes 
a heat-sensitive layer that is obtained by dispersing a loW 
molecule-Weight organic substance such as a higher alcohol 
or higher fatty acid in a base material made of resin such as 
polyester. The material noted at (2) above typically includes 
a leuco-based heat-sensitive recording material With 
enhanced reversibility. 

[0076] In the recording media of the embodiments 
described above, the display portion is formed With a display 
device to and from Which visible information can be Written 
and erased repeatedly. This eliminates the need to replace 
labels When the information displayed on the display portion 
needs alteration, and accordingly it is possible to reWrite 
With ease the information displayed on the display portion. 

[0077] Moreover, an image obtained by processing the 
image signal recorded on the recording medium can be 
displayed in the display portion. This makes it easy to 
recogniZe the contents recorded in the recording medium, 
and is convenient especially in handling a large number of 
recording media. 

[0078] The display portion 3 may be provided, not on the 
videocassette 1 itself as in the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 
1, but on the container (case) in Which the videocassette is 
stored. FIG. 12 shoWs an embodiment in Which a display 
portion is provided on such a container of a recording 
medium. As shoWn in FIG. 12, the container 40 is boX 
shaped and made of synthetic resin or the like, and has on 
one side an opening 41 through Which a videocassette is put 
into and taken out of the container 40. On the top surface of 
the container 40 is formed a rectangular recess 42, in Which 
a display portion 43 formed With a reversible display device 
as described above is placed. Accordingly, the construction 
of this display portion 43 and the methods for Writing and 
erasing, information thereto and therefrom are just the same 
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as those described heretofore With respect to the display 
portion 3 With reference to FIGS. 1 to 10. 

[0079] Next, as another embodiment of the present inven 
tion, a mechanically scrollable display having a display 
portion as described above Will be described With reference 
to FIGS. 13 to 16. 

[0080] FIGS. 13A and 13B are diagrams schematically 
shoWing the mechanically scrollable display embodying the 
present invention; FIG. 13A illustrates the display When it 
is closed (rolled up), and FIG. 13B illustrates the display 
When it is open (unrolled). 

[0081] In FIGS. 13A and 13B, reference numeral 110 
represents the mechanically scrollable display, 111 repre 
sents a ?rst Winder, 112 represents a second Winder, and 113 
represents a display medium. 

[0082] When the mechanically scrollable display 110 is in 
an rolled-up state, the display medium 113 is completely 
Wound up around either the core shaft 114 of the ?rst Winder 
111 or the core shaft 115 of the second Winder 112. 

[0083] BetWeen the ?rst and second Winders, a Write unit 
and an erase unit are disposed. The Write unit and the erase 
unit may be formed and disposed together beside the ?rst 
Winder, or they may be formed and disposed separately, one 
beside the ?rst Winder and the other beside the second 
Winder. 

[0084] When the mechanically scrollable display 110 is 
carried around or not in use, or While information is being 
recorded onto its display medium 113, the display 110 is 
rolled up, as shoWn in FIG. 13A, so that the ?rst and second 
Winders 111 and 112 come close to each other. In this state, 
the display is compact enough to carry around. 

[0085] To vieW the information displayed on the display 
medium 113, the display 110 is unrolled, as shoWn in FIG. 
13B, so that the ?rst and second Winders 111 and 112 come 
apart from each other. In this state, With an appropriate area 
of the display medium 113 unrolled, it is possible to vieW the 
information recorded on that area. 

[0086] FIGS. 14A to 14C are diagrams, partly in cross 
section, shoWing various states of the mechanically scrol 
lable display 110 in use; FIG. 14A illustrates the state before 
information is recorded on the display medium 113, FIG. 
14B illustrates the state after information has been recorded 
on the entire display medium 113, and FIG. 14C illustrates 
the state after the display medium 113 has been reWound 
completely after the vieWing of the information displayed on 
the display medium 113. 

[0087] In the state shoWn in FIG. 14B, When a signal is 
fed to the Write unit 116, a thermal head provided therein is 
driven to perform Write operation on the display medium. 
MeanWhile, in synchroniZation With the Write operation of 
the thermal head, the display medium is unWound from the 
?rst Winder and is then Wound around the second Winder by 
a drive motor provided at the second Winder. This motor is 
coupled to the core shaft of the Winder, or to a platen feed 
roller (not shoWn) that is used to feed the display medium. 
In this embodiment, the Write unit 116 and the erase unit 117 
are disposed near the entrance/exit portion of the ?rst Winder 
111. 

[0088] Information is Written to the display medium 113 in 
the folloWing manner. When the drive motor coupled to the 
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second Winder 112 or to the platen feed roller is driven, the 
display medium 113 Wound up around the ?rst Winder 111 
is transported to the second Winder 112. Meanwhile, the 
display medium 113 passes beside the Write unit 116 and the 
erase unit 117 that are provided near the ?rst-Winder 111 (see 
FIG. 14A). 

[0089] While the display medium 113 passes beside the 
Write unit 116, the Write unit 116 is supplied With energy in 
the form of an electric signal that re?ects the information to 
be recorded, so that the information is Written sequentially 
to that portion of the recording medium 113 Which is located 
beside the Write unit 116 at each instant of time. This is 
continued until the entire information is Written to a par 
ticular area of the display medium 113 (see FIG. 14B). 

[0090] When the entire information recorded on the dis 
play medium 113 has been read through, and there is no need 
to vieW the information again, the display medium 113 is 
reWound from the second Winder 112 to the ?rst Winder 111, 
and in the mean time the erase unit 117 is supplied With 
energy so that the information is erased sequentially from 
that portion of the recording medium 113 Which is located 
beside the erase unit 117 at each instant of time. This is 
continued until the entire information is erased from a 
particular area of the display medium 113 (see FIG. 14C). 

[0091] FIG. 15 is a diagram schematically shoWing the 
construction of the mechanically scrollable display embody 
ing the present invention. 

[0092] As shoWn in FIG. 15, the mechanically scrollable 
display 110 is provided With motors 118 and 119 for driving 
the Winders, a signal input portion 120, and sWitches 121 and 
122 for activating and deactivating the Write and erase units. 
A signal fed from outside is ?rst stored in a memory, and is 
then converted into a signal suitable to drive a thermal head. 
The thus converted signal is fed via a drive circuit to the 
thermal head provided in the Write unit, and the thermal head 
then Writes the information carried by the signal to the 
display medium. When the information, after being dis 
played and read through by the user, becomes unnecessary, 
it is erased by the erase unit. 

[0093] As the above-mentioned input signal that is fed 
from outside, any image signal such as a television, video, 
or facsimile signal can be used, provided that it is processed 
by a suitable signal processing circuit beforehand. 

[0094] Moreover, it is also possible to use, as the input 
signal, data prepared on a personal computer or the like. 

[0095] Furthermore, it is also possible to store image data 
of one or more-screens in the above-mentioned memory so 
that such data is read out and Write to the display medium 
screen by screen. 

[0096] In the embodiment under discussion, the erase unit 
117 is provided beside the second Winder. Moreover, the 
entire mechanically scrollable display may be ?Xed on a 
board-like base member having an appropriate area so as to 
be supported thereby. By so doing, the display can be used 
as a so-called Whiteboard. 

[0097] The display device (display medium) employed in 
the embodiment under discussion is of the same type as the 
reversible display device constituting the display portion of 
the videocassette described above. 
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[0098] Next, a description Will be given as to the con 
struction of the Write unit and the erase unit used in the 
mechanically scrollable display embodying the present 
invention. 

[0099] FIG. 16 is a diagram shoWing the outline of the 
construction of the Write and erase units for use With a 
display medium formed With a polymer-dispersed liquid 
crystal ?lm as described above. 

[0100] Note that, although the Write unit 160 and the erase 
unit 170 are illustrated neXt to each other as one unit in FIG. 
16, they may be divided into tWo separate units, as indicated 
by the broken lines. 

[0101] The Write unit 160 has a platen roller 185, and a 
thermal head 183 disposed opposite the platen roller 185. 
The thermal head 183 performs Write operation in response 
to a predetermined signal. 

[0102] The erase unit 170 has a charger 181, a poWer 
supply unit 184 for supplying a predetermined voltage to the 
charger 181, grounding rollers 182, and platen rollers 185 
that are disposed opposite the grounding rollers 182 and 
serve to bring the surface to be processed of the display 
medium 136 into close contact With the grounding rollers 
182. Information is recorded on the display medium 136 by 
application of heat thereto, and the information recorded on 
the display medium 136 is erased by application of a voltage 
thereto. The charger 181, Which typically is a corona 
charger, has in its interior a tungsten Wire connected to the 
poWer supply unit 184. On the other hand, the grounding 
rollers 182 and the chassis of the poWer supply unit 184 are 
grounded. As a result, a potential difference occurs betWeen 
that portion of the display medium 136 Which is charged by 
the charger 181 and those portions of the display medium 
136 Which are in contact With the grounding rollers 182, and 
thus an electric ?eld is applied to the reversible display 
device in a direction perpendicular thereto. 

[0103] As the charger 181, it is possible to use the Well 
knoWn corotron or scorotron charger, or the like. The 
grounding rollers 182 are rollers made of plastic, rubber, or 
other containing conducting material such as metal or car 
bon black; in particular, an elastic material such as rubber is 
suitable for this purpose, because, With such a material, it is 
easy to secure close contact. Instead of the thermal head 183, 
a heater utiliZing the heat of a laser beam may be used. 

[0104] As described above, in this embodiment, the Write 
unit 160 for Writing information to the display medium 136 
has at least an electric-?eld application means 181 and a 
thermal head 183, both used to change the display states of 
the display medium 136. Theoretically, the electric-?eld 
application means 181 and the thermal head 183 are each 
capable of both recording and erasing information. HoW 
ever, it is preferable to use the electric-?eld application 
means 181 for erasing, because there is then no possibility 
that the displayed information Will be erased by heat under 
normal ambient conditions, and thus it is possible to enhance 
the display reliability of the display medium 136. 

[0105] Moreover, the electric-?eld application means 181 
of the erase unit 170 can be realiZed by various methods 
other than the one used in the above described embodiment. 
For eXample, it is possible to use one of the methods Which 
the inventor of the present invention has proposed, as 
methods for applying an electric ?eld to a PDLC ?lm 141, 






